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Preface

This paper presentsan analytic approachto the study of
organizationfor regional development. It representsone of
three complementaryanalysis (2) (3) introduced in the joint work-
ing paper "An Overview of OrganizationalResearchin Regional
Development: Five Parallel Cases." (1)

The study will be conductedin five national settings -- U.S.,
U.S.S.R., Venezuela, Scotland and Poland -- by the three authors
for the purposeof generatinga common data base and case studies.
Each of the three analyseswill stand separately;however, we recog-
nize the complementarityof the approachesand hope to exploit
the potential for synergy accordingly.

Introduction

The definition of regional developmentwe have posed (1)
focusseson regional developmentprograms which alter the nature
of developmentin a region in a direction which would not have
occurred as a natural consequenceof ongoing economic or social
forces. The program thus imposes a "change" on the region which is
the result of a <.!'planned" policy decision. In the field of or-
ganization research,analysisof the managementof planned change
has been the focus of attention for twenty years. In this portion
of the case analysis I hope to apply some of theseconceptsto
gain further insights into the dynamics of regional development.

The purposeof existing researchin this area has been to
clarify severaldimensionsof change in human systems. (I) The
most general purpose is to describeand model the processof
inducing and maintaining change in human systems. (2) Within the
context of the modelling research,attention has been focussedon
the nature of the mechanismsfor implementing change in organiza-
tional settings. (3) This researchevolved into the development
of strategiesfor the managementof change in large organizations
which has been directed toward application in the fields of manage-
ment and consulting. The objects of this researchfall within the
first and secondof these areas: the dynamics of inducing and
maintaining change, and the nature of the implementationmechanisms.

-iii-
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Purposeand Contributions

The purposesof a study of regional developmentas an instance
of planned change are similar in nature to the contributionsof
organizationalanalysis in general. First, there are the methodo-
logical aspects. Study of changehas focussed largely upon indi-
viduals or single organizationsas the unit of analysis. Appli-
cation of these concepts to a multi-organizationalsystem provides
an opportunity to assessthe capacity of the models to deal with
the complexity of larger-scalesystemsand to judge the quality
of insight to be gained.

The secondaspectof the methodologicalcontribution concerns
the developmentof an analytic approachthat can be used across
national settings. There is evidence from consulting experience
that the strategiesfor the managementof change in organizations
which have evolved from the analytic models (3, above) may be com-
pletely culture-bound. In other words, strategiesare dependent
upon managementstyle, tradition and assumptionswhich differ
from country to country and are, therefore, not generalizable.
It is my opinion that the theories describing the dynamics of
changeare not culture-boundin this manner; however, this is
a hypothesisupon which this study in five national settings can
shed some light.

The contribution to the study of regional developmentis pri-
marily empirical and descriptive. A focus on change dynamics and
mechanismsshould provide a richer descriptionof each of the cases
undertaken.

Finally, the developmentof a culture-freeanalytic approach
should make it possible to surface differencesbetween cultures
which are of particular interest to management. While each setting
may employ very different mechanismsto implement a desiredchange,
the set of roles or functions these mechanismsfulfill are likely
to be common. If there is a single model which describesthe
dynamics of change, function across systemswill be the same and
comparisonof the mechanismswhich fulfill these functions should
increaseour understandingof the conditions under which specific
mechanismsare appropriate. Ultimately, I would hope this could
lead to a level of understandingwhich would enable transferof
selectedchangestrategiesin an appropriatemanner, from setting
to setting OD nation to nation.

ConceptualBasis

A systemic view of organizationof regional developmentleads
to a view of regional developmentas a system, embeddedwithin a
national system, and in turn, embeddingsubsystemsof activities.
The regional systemwe have defined (1) as that set of ｯ ｲ ｧ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｾ

zations concernedwith the managementof activities within the region.
(see Figure 1)
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An approachto regional developmentwhich uses changeas its
analytic dimension focusses largely upon the relationships
between systems and sub-systems. We will focus primarily upon the
relationship between the national system and the regional system.
It will also be useful, however, to understandthe scope of the
authority or power which the regional systemcan exert to implement
changesin its subsystems.

The analysis of changepresentedhere complementsthe
approachto organizationstrucutrerepresentedby the cybernetic
approach (3). It amplifies a set of relationshipsdescribedby
this model in the direction of understandingits capability for
implementing a major organizationalchange.

Dynamics of Change in Human Systems

Models of planned change are generally basedon a model of
change in human systemsposed by Lewin (1947) and elaboratedby
Schein (1961). I use this analytic model as a framework for this
portion of the analysis. This discussionfirst describesthe
characteristicsand stagesof the model, and then presentsits
application to regional development.

The model of change is basedon a descriptionof human systems
as existing in a state of dynamic equilibrium. In any systemthere
are a variety of forces moving that systemtoward change and a
variety of forces restrainingthat -system from change. In a stable
system, the forces largely balanceon another. All systemsare
changing to some degree at any given time and it is this process
which producesgrowth or developmentin the usual sense.

The model is describedby three stages: Unfreezing, Changing,
and Refreezing. The processis defined as (1) upsetting the status
quo equilibrium to creat a climate for change, (2) implementing
the change, and (3) integrating the change into a new dynamic
equilibrium. Figure 2 representsthese notions diagrammatically.
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Figure 2: Dynamic Equilibrium
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Stage I: Unfreezing

It is the balanceof forces that generatesthe inertia of
stable systems. Thus, the first stage in a change processis that
of destabilizing the equilibrium to the point where the system
develops a positive attitude toward the possibility of a major
change. This destabilizationLewin has labelled a processof
unfreezing.

The necessityof an unfreezing stage is basedon an assumption
that a system in equilibrium tends to remain in that state, i.e.
that there is a preferencefor the statusquo. A corollary of
this is the likelihood of resistanceto major change.

What is it that determinesthe level of stability (inertia) of
a given system? We might hypothesizethat the stability of the base-
line equilibrium varies directly with the complexity of existing
organizationalactivity. The size and number of organizational
subsystems(networks) in a region would, thus, determine the inertia
of the regional system. The greater the number and the more inter-
connectedare the linkages, the greater the stability. Alternative-
ly, one might say the "vested interest" in the statusquo increases
with the number and level of interdependenceof subsystemsor
networks of organizations. In such a situation the nature of the
restraining forces would be such considerationsas existing agree-
ments among organizations.- contractualor informal, or consumerand
supply networks. Further, however, in a regional systemwhich in-
volves communities and social structures,occupationalexpecta-
tions and family traditions are additional restraining forces.
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Figure 3: PostulatedRestrainingForces

This would suggestthat the magnitude of the disturbance.
required to destabilizea given equilibrium would also vary direct-
ly with the complexity of the existing system. Thus, for a re-
gional program designatedfor implementationin a complex organi-
zational setting we would expect to observe that preparationfor
the program implementation (the unfreezing phase) would have in-
volved the introduction of pressuresto urifreeze the equilibrium
at multiple key "force points" within the system.
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A seconddeterminantof the level of stability of the equi-
librium would be the total energy level of the system. If it were
a low energy equilibrium, maintainedby weak forces -- disruption
of the inertia could be accomplishedthrough the introduction of
relatively small pressures. If the equilibrium is maintainedby
an interlocking network of legal, psychological, economic and
social forces of long historical tradition, we would hypothesize
it to be a high-energyequilibrium requiring an unfreezingeffort
of equally high intensity.

Implicit in this model of change is the restriction on its
application to settingswhere prior organizationexists. In fact,
for purposesof application to regional developmentwe have two
choices: a) to apply the analysis to the four caseswhere the
designatedregion is already developed, i.e. non-virgin territory
or b) to apply the analysis to current systemcapability for ef-
fecting change. While either is possible, ours will be a mix of
the two. In the process,we will have in mind that historical
data on behavioral change suffers from a distinct validity
problem: descriptionsof behavior usually differ dramatically from
actual behavior even in current time, and these discrepancies
tend to be greatly distorted by ｮ ｨ ｩ ｮ ､ ｾ ｩ ｾ ｨ ｴ Ｎ Ｂ Thus, we will focus
on the capability '6f the system and the mechanismsavailable to
it for effecting change in the presentusing examples from
the past to understandthe behavior induced by a particular
tactic.

Examples of unfreezing events abound in organizationand human
experience. An organizationwhichfinds itself unable to meet pro-
duction goals for four or six months running will probably develop
an attitude at both top and operationalｭ ｡ ｮ ｾ ･ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｬ levels that a
major changemight be a positive ｴ ｨ ｩ ｮ Ｙ ｾ Similarly, an organization
which attainedsatisfactoryproductionlevel , but which was con-
fronted on a continuing basis with the production results of a
peer organizationwhich far surpassedits own achievementsmight
also develop a positive attitude toward a major change. Such
unfreezingmay occur as a result of either external or internal
pressures. In some cases, the origin of the change, the credi-
bility of the instigator may be a sufficient unfreezing force.

Stage II: Changing

Once the unfreezingprocessis understood,our attention shifts
to the mehcanismsof the changeprocessitself. Our interest is
directed toward understandingthe nature of the mechanismsused
to implement the change. Are they economic, legalistic,
psychological, educational? Are they the result of hierarchical
authority relationshipsor are they aimed at changing peer
behavior?

In human systems there areat least three alternativestrategies
for accomplishingchange. (1) In a systemof dynamic equilibrium
it is possible to overwhelm the forces hindering change by a
greater force in the direct of change and thus move in the desired
direction. (2) It is possible to remove or ameliorate the forces
hindering the change, thus permitting existing positive forces to
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move the system in the desired direction. The latter tends to be
the more efficient and effective strategy in humffi systems. The
principle is quite straightforward: If you have two forces in oppo-
sition, an increasein the magnitude of one will tend to increase
the magnitude of the resistance. Finally, (3) An entirely new
force can be introducedwhich would move the systemin the desired
direction. A mix of tactics tends, of course, to be the usual
sOlution. These solutions should differ dependingupon the national
setting, and on the stageof the regional developmentprogram it-
self. The first stage of analysis would consist of characterizing
these strategiesand tactics.

Stage III: Refreezing

The notion of a dynamic equilibrium capturesthe necessityfor
the third stageof the changeprocess, the refreezing. In orga-
nizational terms one would label this as a processof "institu-
tionalization" of the change. That is, we examine the process
by which the new behavior is rewarded and supportedby structure
within the setting which have already achievedcredibility. Un-
less those forces surroundingthe object of change have. been adjusted
to complement the change, the systemwill re-orient itself to the
original position, or find itreli unable to maintain the change
over time.

The object of the institutionalizationis to integrate the
new behavior into a new equilibrium. Two examplesserve to il-
lustrate this: if a production unit is required to experiment
with innovative technology, corollary adjustmentsof total pro-
duction targets are necessaryto encouragethe experimentation--
as it would temporarily reduce the production potential of the
unit. In the academic ｷ ｯ ｲ ｾ ｷ ･ can observeuniversity efforts to
encourageinter-disciplinarywork among faculty. These efforts
often fail becausepromotion and tenure decisionsmust rest with
departmentswhose criteria reflect the interestsof the discipoine-
oriented academic system.

In systemic terms, the institutionalizationinvolves the match-
ing of the behavior induced in the subsystemwith expectations
in other systemswith which it interacts. Thus for example, to
maintain a change in enterpriseactivity imposed by a regional
authority, corollary adjustmentof sectoralauthority expectations
would be required. The unit responsiblefor a new behavior cannot
be expectedto maintain that behavior if it producesconflict in
anothersphere. Our interest is in the nature of the solution
which resolves these inconsistencies.

Analysis of Change Processes

In general, analysis of change focusseson a questionof consis-
tency betweenmeans and ends. It seeks a responseto the quesion
of whether the design and managementof the change process
achievedthe desiredresults. Ultimately, this is a question of
effectiveness,where the criteria for assessmentare basedon
the level of achievementof a previously-definedgoal. More spe-
cifically, quesionscan be posed according to stagesof the model.
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ConsistencyAnalysis

The consistencydimension of the analysis seeks responseto
the general quesion of whether the design of the changeprocess
matched the nature of the change to be implemented. Specific
questionscan be posed according to the stqgesof the model.

Stage I. Did the energy and comprehensivenessof the un-
freezing processmatch the energy and complexity of the system?
Were the forces used to destabilizethe systemand to overcome
the inertia, of sufficient strength to achieve a climate of
willingness to considerchange?

Stage II. Did the changemechanismsproduce the desired
result? Were the responsesto the changemechanismsconsistent
with expectations? Was the scope of the mechanismssufficiently
broad as to cover all relevant actors within the system? Was
the implementationprocesscomprehensive?

Stage III. The organizationsina regional system are embedded
in several layers of systemseach of whose forces contribute to
the equilibrium of the regional system. Once the changewas
implemented,were inconsistencieseliminated at all relevant levels,
e.g., if local tax policies neededto be adjusted,were corollary
adjustmentsmade at the national or regional level? Can the new
behaviorsbe carried out by organizationswtihin the constraints
of requirementsimposed on them by their other resonsibilities?
Has there been a systemoverload at any point?

Data Requirements

The anlysis of change is predicatedon an ability to develop
information about (1) the level of complexity of the regional
ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ ･ ｾ prior to development, (2) the numbers and kinds of change
mechanismsused to induce new behavior, and (3) the relative
strengthof thesemechanisms.

Complexity. To generatea measureof inertiaandenergy, we
can turn to several types of information. First, however, we must
understandthat for the moment, such measuresmust be relative to
other cases. It is not the purposeof this project to develop
indices. Thus, we will turn to mapping of networks of organizations,
number and nature of communities existing in the region, and
level of "vested interest" in the statusquo, which could be
representedby investment in major industries (public or private)•
The working assumptionis that the greater the number of organi-
zational networks (overlapping or in aggregate),the older the
community structure, and the higher the level of investment, the
greaterwill be the inertia and energy level of the systemprior
to development.
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Change ｾ ･ ｣ ｨ ｾ ｮ ｩ ｳ ｾ ｳ Ｎ In general, this data should be ｡ ｹ ｡ ｩ ｾ ｡ ｢ ｬ ･

from ｯ ｦ ｦ ｩ ｣ ｩ ｡ ｾ ｳ at various levels in both the national and regional
settings. It amounts to a listing and categorizationof organi-
zational, ｾ ･ ｧ ｡ ｬ Ｌ and social mechanismsapplied to implement the
policy decision. Of particular interesthere is the role of
organizationswhich are a part of the regional systemitself. We
are interestedin the location of authority within the regional
system to activate change levers{ i.e. to change tax structures,
output requirements,etc. Along with the identification of mechanisms
we will try to learn in whose hands their activation lies.

Relative Strengthof Mechanisms. It is clear that certain
levers are perceivedto be of more impact than others by those
affected. We will seek to ascertainthe nature of the change that
cna be expectedto occur from particular mechanisms. Clearly this
representsperpectualand judgmental data. It will rely upon
the responsesof the managersof organizationsaffected by the
regional development. In addition, however, we can draw upon
managementor sociological studiesof organizationbehavior
in a given national setting. This data relatesparticularly to
efforts to understandwhich mechanismsfulfill similar functions
in different settings.

Note on Data Collection

The developmentof the data base for this analysis is part
of the joint work proposedby Davies, Demb and Espejo (1).
Clearly, the developmentof the change description draws and depends
heavily upon data collectedby the quesionnairepresentedin
the Espejo paper (3). Beyond this it appearsthat the data on
complexity and the nature of the changemechanismswill be the
most readily available.

Becausethis representssuch a novel application of the model,
it will not be possiblewithin the scope of this researchproject
to collect all data, at the level of reliability that is
desirable, to support an unquestionablyvalid analysis. However,
for the purposeof evaluatingthe usefulnessof insight provided
by the changemodel in this setting, we should be able to use
data at a lower level of completness. .Conclusionswill, of
course, be modified and limited accordingly.
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